F.A. Hayek: Suggestions for further reading

F.A. Hayek wrote so much—and so much has been written about him and his scholarship—that choosing a small handful of works to recommend to readers interested in learning more about Hayek is no easy task. The enormous size of this literature, though, means that there are many excellent works to choose from.

This short list of suggestions for further readings is divided into three parts. The first features works by Hayek himself. Choosing works for this section posed relatively little difficulty because most of Hayek’s writings are aimed at specialized scholars (especially professional economists). Most are not works that non-specialists can easily dive into.

The second part contains suggestions for people whose only introduction to Hayek is this book. The third part offers more “advanced” suggestions for readers who seek a greater depth of knowledge of Hayek’s scholarship. All works are listed along with their original dates of publication, although many of them have since been republished and often updated.

1) Hayek’s own works


2) For the beginner
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3) **For the more advanced reader**


